
S U B S T R A T E S

BIODRAIN TERRARIUM 
DRAINING SYSTEM
Terrarium Draining Mesh & Substrate

•	 Non-toxic	non-decomposable	liner
•	 Create	a	water	drainage	system
•	 Separates	the	BioDrain	Terrarium	Draining	Substrate		

from	decorative	substrates
•	 Prevents	substrates	from	contaminating	the	water

The Exo Terra BioDrain Terrarium Draining Mesh is part of the 
BioDrain Terrarium Draining System. The non-toxic mesh will keep 
the underlying Draining Substrate separated from the decorative 
terrarium top-layer substrate. It also allows proper water drainage 
when used in combination with the BioDrain Terrarium Draining 
Substrate, as the BioDrain TerrariumDraining Mesh prevents 
contamination of the water by decorative substrate particles. It 
is ideal to create water parts and a biological filtration system 
in the terrarium using the Exo Terra BioDrain Terrarium Draining 
Substrate. The clean terrarium water can then be circulated in 
waterfalls, the Exo Terra Rain System or Dripping Plants. Use Bio 
Clean (formally known as Biotize) to add beneficial organisms to 
the terrarium water and speed up biological filtration capabilities. 
As a decorative terrarium substrate the Exo Terra Terrarium Moss, 
Jungle Bark or Plantation Soil, etc. can be used.

PT3115 Terrarium Draining Substrate 4.4lb / 2 kg 

PT3130 Terrarium Draining Mesh 20x20cm 

PT3131 Terrarium Draining Mesh 30X30cm

PT3132 Terrarium Draining Mesh 45x45cm 

PT3133 Terrarium Draining Mesh 45x60cm

•	 Natural,	non-decomposable	substrate
•	 Creates	a	water	drainage	system
•	 Ideal	for	tropical	terrariums	&	paludariums
•	 Biological	Filtration	Substrate

Exo Terra BioDrain Terrarium Draining Substrate is a natural, non-
organic substrate that allows excellent drainage of the terrarium. It 
will not rot or decompose like other natural substrates. The optional 
BioDrain Terrarium Draining Mesh will keep the BioDrain Terrarium 
Draining Substrate separated from the decorative terrarium top-layer 
substrate and prevent the different substrates from mixing and 
contaminating the water. The BioDrain Terrarium Draining Substrate 
will function as a biological filtration system. The clean terrarium 
water can then be circulated in waterfalls, the Exo Terra Rain 
System or Dripping Plants. Use Bio Clean (formally known as Biotize) 
to speed up biological filtration capabilities.

Biological 
Filtration 
Substrate
The presence of clean and fresh water 

is important for the proper care and 

maintenance of captive reptiles and 

amphibians. The BioDrain Terrarium 

Draining System is ideal to create 

water parts and a biological filtration 

system in the terrarium. The biological 

filtration will keep the circulating 

water clean and fresh through constant 

aeration. The clean terrarium water can 

be circulated over waterfalls, the Exo 

Terra Rain System or Dripping Plants to 

trigger even the most reluctant reptiles 

to drink from the moving water.
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The Exo Terra BioDrain Terrarium Draining Mesh is 
part of the BioDrain Terrarium Draining System. The 
non-toxic mesh will keep the underlying Draining 
Substrate separated from the decorative terrarium top-
layer substrate. It also allows proper water drainage 
when used in combination with the BioDrain Terrarium 
Draining Substrate, as the BioDrain TerrariumDraining 
Mesh prevents contamination of the water by decorative 
substrate particles. It is ideal to create water parts and a 
biological filtration system in the terrarium using the Exo 
Terra BioDrain Terrarium Draining Substrate. The clean 
terrarium water can then be circulated in waterfalls, the 
Exo Terra Rain System or Dripping Plants. Use Bio Clean 
(formally known as Biotize) to add beneficial organisms 
to the terrarium water and speed up biological filtration 
capabilities. As a decorative terrarium substrate the Exo 
Terra Terrarium Moss, Jungle Bark or Plantation Soil, 
etc. can be used.
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Exo Terra BioDrain Terrarium Draining Substrate is a natural, 
non-organic substrate that allows excellent drainage of the 
terrarium. It will not rot or decompose like other natural 
substrates. The optional BioDrain Terrarium Draining Mesh will 
keep the BioDrain Terrarium Draining Substrate separated from 
the decorative terrarium top-layer substrate and prevent the 
different substrates from mixing and contaminating the water. 
The BioDrain Terrarium Draining Substrate will function as a 
biological filtration system. The clean terrarium water can then 
be circulated in waterfalls, the Exo Terra Rain System or Dripping 
Plants. Use Bio Clean (formally known as Biotize) to speed up 
biological filtration capabilities.


